
Yorkshire 3 Peaks

This one-day hike will have you best the Pennine

peaks of Pen-y-ghent, Whernside, and

Ingleborough. The three peaks will take you

over a 39.2km route and with a total ascent of

1585m across the course.

This is the perfect challenge for those new

to adventure but ready to achieve. This

isn’t a short walk though, with the

average time being nine to fourteen

hours but finishing in twelve to succeed

at the Yorkshire Three Peak challenge.

There is also the chance to stop for a 

meal and a drink at one of the

homely restaurants by the finish point.
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This event is highly scalable and can be

catered from just a small group to having

hundreds follow the trail over the course

of the day. So, whether it is a select

team you want to challenge or

create a company wide incentive

this activity is perfect
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Our MemMail service is an optional extra to

build anticipation and excitement for your expedition.

There are many options to include from branded water bottles

to pieces of kit, but there is no limit to what could be included within the

personalised MemMail package. They will be branded to your company colours

and sealed with a branded logo sticker. After you’ve completed the Yorkshire

Three Peaks, you can have a follow-up MemMail package sent to your guests with

a picture of your team at the finish, either framed, on a keychain, or any other

possibilities.

Event Scale

Our Experts

Our expert, Jason Rawles, has been

leading groups up and down mountains for

years. Jason has an extensive network to

ensure your guests will be in the best hands. 

So, you can relax knowing the event will be

run by qualified guides and instructors, plus

all the insurances and liabilities will be in

place for your expedition.
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